
ABOUT LACEWORK AND AWS

Snowflake Computing offers a data warehouse built for the cloud that runs on AWS. Snowflake’s solution 
combines the power of data warehousing, the flexibility of big data platforms, and the elasticity of the AWS 
cloud at a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions. Snowflake delivers the performance, concurrency, and 
simplicity needed to store and analyze all of an organization’s data in one location.

Snowflake realized that the days of waiting for security changes 
to be deployed once a month were long gone, and that 
changes were instead happening at lightning speed. 
 
The pain of managing and dealing with the inefficiencies 
related to the conventional tools they were using was becoming 
too great. 
 
The company performed PEN tests regularly against their 
environment, hiring third parties to carry out the testing 
activities. These testers were given credentials in order to 
create more advanced attacks to test Snowflake’s system.

“It’s noting short of revolutionary. It’s making a change in how 
security teams are thinking about their environment and what 
they’re doing on a daily basis.” — Mario Duarte, Director of 
Security at Snowflake. 
 
Lacework was able easily identify and trace the attack patterns 
of the PEN testing to present any weaknesses that needed to be 
addressed to prevent against further threats. 
 
The forensic capabilities that Snowflake was able to leverage 
outperformed any tool they had used before, giving them full 
visibility into what was going on in their environment.

Lacework Polygraph enabled the 
Snowflake team to see the full storyline 
to follow exactly what was happening 
in their environment, end-to-end.

AWS empowers Lacework to consistently develop and implement solutions that address today’s most challenging cloud security needs. 
Developing and deploying on AWS provides Lacework with the immediate benefits of:  elasticity and ability to scale, turnkey high availability and 
disaster recovery, and rapid access to today’s most innovative technologies.

Snowflake was spending 3 hours a 
day configuring and analyzing events 
and alerts. Lacework was able to 
reduce this time to 15 minutes.

Lacework was able to detect when 
an attack happened within minutes 
which the other tools Snowflake had 
used before could not detect.
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NEXT STEPS

As an AWS customer, you will have access to the tools and services you need to meet your organization’s unique security and 
compliance needs.

To learn more about how AWS and Lacework can help your business, visit www.lacework.com


